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ABSTRACT
The allocation of scarce, freshwater resources is complicated by the transboundary nature
of most, significant, surface water sources. These jurisdictional challenges exist across national
borders and within federal nations like the United States. An obvious and long advocated
solution is the creation of river basin authorities to bridge jurisdictional boundaries. This paper
examines the rationale for river basin water management, describes several examples of river
basin management regimes in the United States and other nations, and explains why many such
schemes have failed or experienced limited success. Although there is much enthusiasm for
collaborative integrated management of water and associated river basin resources, particularly in
Europe and on the part of international organizations, established river basin management
regimes usually have been long on process and short on the resolution of transboundary
disagreements. The central problem is that water management regimes are seldom contemplated
absent scarcity, but under circumstances of scarcity consensus is difficult to achieve absent some
preexisting understanding of relative rights. On an international basis, the establishment of such
rights is generally dependant on the circumstances of topography, diplomatic negotiation or
force. In the United States the federal government has the authority to equitably resolve such
disputes, but has often lacked the political will.
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I. Introduction
Fresh water has always been in short supply in much of the American West. A
combination of steady economic growth and late 20th century environmental concerns has led to
similar shortages in many other regions of the country over the past few decades. As a result
every state in the union faces periodic challenges in supplying water for municipalities, industry,
agriculture and environmental protection. A strong tradition of federal deference to state
responsibility for water allocation and management has assured that state’s do not lack for legal
authority to allocate water among competing uses. But the fact of political jurisdictions that do
not conform to hydrological and topographic realities has conspired to handicap state
governments in the exercise of their considerable legal authorities in relation to water. It has
long been suggested that the solution is some form of river basin management. But bridging the
political boundaries of the existing states has proven difficult The challenge of implementing
such a system of transboundary governance is well illustrated by the longstanding dispute among
three states in the American southeast.
The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) river basin arises in Georgia and extends
into Alabama and Florida. Beginning in 1939 the federal government undertook several projects
to develop the basin including Buford Dam and the resulting Lanier Lake (reservoir) that supplies
domestic and industrial water to Atlanta. Severe droughts in the early and mid 1980s led the
Corps of Engineers, operator of Buford Dam, to propose a shift of 20% of Lake Lanier’s storage
capacity from hydro generation to water supply.1 The state of Alabama sued the Corps claiming
the provision of more water to Atlanta would lead to increased hydro power costs and more
pollution in Alabama.2 Florida and Georgia intervened in the lawsuit; Florida claiming harm to
the $70 million Apalachicola Bay Oyster industry and Georgia asserting its sovereign authority to
manage water within its borders. With the court’s permission, the three states and the Corps
agreed to study the problem and see if they could reach agreement. With Congressional
approval, the result was the ACF Compact for the purpose of “promoting interstate comity,
removing causes of present and future controversies, equitably apportioning the surface waters of
the ACF, engaging in water planning, and developing and sharing common data bases.”3 The
compact created the ACF Basin Commission comprised of the governors of the three states and a
non-voting federal member.4 All decisions required unanimity5 and disagreements were to be
1

For a discussion of the history of the ACF dispute see, Josh Clemons, Interstate Water Disputes: A
Roadmap for States, National Sea Grant Law Center, (non-paginated) (available online at
<http://www.olemiss.edu/orgs/SGLC/MS-AL/acf.htm>.
2

For a discussion of the lawsuit see, Roy R. Carriker, Water Wars: Water Allocation Law and the
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin, Univ. of Fla. Coop. Extension Serv. doc. FE 208 (2000)
(non-paginated) (available online at <http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/BODY_FE208>).
3

Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin Compact, Pub. L. No. 105-104, art. 1, 111 Stat 2219

(1997).
4

Id. art. VI(a), (b), (d).
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resolved by non-binding mediation.6 If agreement on apportionment of ACF waters was not
achieved by the end of 1998, the compact would expire unless extended by agreement of all
compacting parties. After several extensions the compact expired in 2003 without any resolution
of the apportionment or management issues.
While the competing interests agreed that river basin management, at least to the extent
of an apportionment among the three states, is desirable for the ACF basin,7 there is little
prospect that the controversy will be resolved by the three affected states, with or without active
federal participation in a negotiated agreement. In all probability, the core dispute over the
appropriation of ACF waters among the three states finally will be resolved by Congress or the
United States Supreme Court.8 Why has this very public effort at river basin management
failed? Why is federal intervention the only likely solution? And, most importantly, what might
we learn from the ACF and other efforts at river basin management, in the United States and
abroad, about the best institutional arrangements for water resource management?
Part II of this paper discusses the nature of the water resource and the relevance of river
basins in any allocation and management scheme. Part III examines alternative institutional
arrangements for the allocation of water and reviews the case for river basins as an appropriate
geographical focus. Part IV considers some river basin approaches in Europe, Australia and
Canada and Part V examines several river basin governance efforts in the United States. Part VI
is a discussion of the concept of collaborative governance and its participating “stakeholders,”
both of which are central to most arguments for and approaches to river basin governance.
Finally, Part VII concludes with a discussion of the essential attributes of effective water
governance on a river basin basis.
II. River Basins and the Water Resource
At least since Thomas Malthus wrote in the late 18th century,9 there have been periodic
warnings of impending disaster if human civilizations fail to recognize the natural limits to

5

Id. art. VI(d).

6

Id. art. XIII(a)(5).

7

Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Initial Allocation Formula for the ACF River Basin, July 22,

2003.
8

Congress’s power to apportion interstate waters derives from the commere clause of Article I, Section 8 of
the Constitution. Congress has exercised this power on only two occasions – in 1928 on the Colorado River and in
1990 on the Truckee and Carson Rivers and Lake Tahoe.
9

THOMAS MALTHUS, ESSAY ON THE PRINCIPLE OF POPULATION (1st ed., 1798).
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growth on planet earth.10 While none of these forecasts of doom has come to pass, at least not
yet or in the time frames predicted,11 there remains at least one resource that is widely thought to
limit growth, if not on the planet as a whole, than in particular regions. That resource is fresh
water.
The problem with water is that supplies are not evenly distributed across the globe; some
regions have far more water than they can possibly use while others have virtually no water.
Water supplies also vary dramatically on a seasonal basis and over longer periods of time as
droughts come and go. The impacts of these natural characteristics of the earth’s hydrology
cycles are amplified by human preferences for warm and sunny climates resulting in the location
of large population centers in regions of limited water supply. Transportation and storage of
water have helped to alleviate nature’s constraints and facilitate urban growth in arid regions of
the planet, but the necessary infrastructure is expensive while imposing often large external costs
in the form of environmental damage and ecological disruption.
For most of human history, the environmental consequences of water use and
development were of little or no concern. Water policy was largely concerned with maintenance
and development of water based transportation, protection and expansion of water supplies,
protection against floods and “reclamation” of wetlands. Not until the mid 20th century did
environmental concerns relative to water use and development attract much attention, first in the
context of pollution and later in the broader contexts of wildlife habitat preservation and
ecosystem protection. As with many other environmental problems, the search for both
understanding and solutions led many to look to nature as a guide. In the case of water, river
basins seemed to provide a logical basis from which to understand the challenge and formulate
solutions. On the surface, at least, the somewhat later interest in ecosystems made river basins
even more attractive as a framework for water resource policy.
The concept of river basins as an appropriate unit of planning and management is not
new. Ludwik Teclaff and others trace river basin planning to antiquity.12 The customary law
maxim aqua currit et debet currere ut currere solebat (water flows and should flow as it always
10

See, e.g., George Perkins Marsh, The Study of Nature, CHRITIAN EXAMINER 33 (January 1860); Paul R.
EHRLICH, THE POPULATION BOMB (1968); DONELLA H. MEADOWS, ET AL, THE LIMITS TO GROWTH (1972); GRO
HARLEM BRUNDTLAND, ET AL, OUR COMMON FUTURE (1992).
11

In 1980 Julian Simon challenged Paul Ehrlich’s prediction of growing scarcity in the global supply of
various basic metals as reflected in the change in inflation adjusted price over a ten year period. Their wager
included five metals, all of which were less expensive after the ten year period. Ehrlich sent Simon a check for
$576.07 to settle the bet.
12

Ludwik A. Teclaff, Evolution of the River Basin Concept in National and Internatioinal Water Law, 36
NAT. RESOURCES J. 359, 361 (1996). Christopher J. Barrow suggests that efforts to monitor and control rivers dates
back 5,000 years. Barrow, River Basin Development Planning and Management: A Critical Review, 26 WORLD
DEVELOPMENT 171, 172 (1998). R.H. Chorley finds the river basin used as a planning and administrative unit as
early as 1792. CHORLEY (ED.), INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHICAL HYDROLOGY: SPATIAL ASPECTS OF THE
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN WATER OCCURRENCE AND HUMAN ACTIVITY, 20 (1969).
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used to do) provided the foundation for the riparian water rights system inherited from Medieval
law and still the basis of water rights in most of the Eastern United States.13 Based on his
knowledge of eastern American rivers and his explorations of the arid American west, 19th
century explorer John Wesley Powell urged that the new governments of the west be formed to
govern river basins.14 Nearly a century later rural sociologist Carl Kraenzel urged a river basin
focus in recognition of the social consequences of water development.15 Of course Powell’s
idea was not reflected in the eventual state boundaries of the American west, but river basins
have periodically resurfaced as an organizing unit for water and resource management both in the
United States and abroad, for many of the reasons propounded by Powell, Kraenzel and many
others.
Dan Tarlock contends that the ebb and flow of interest in river basins as a focal point in
water allocation “is in part a function of the oscillations between progressive and conservative
political dominance.”16 The watershed protection objectives of the national forest system, the
Progressive Era and New Deal efforts to plan for “comprehensive physical and social
development” of river basins and the 1973 proposals of the National Water Commission for
basin oriented planning, says Tarlock, “were undermined both by deep political opposition to any
transfer of power from the states to regional, federally created bodies and by the legal system.”17
No doubt states resisted incursions on their traditional authority over water resources, but it does
not necessarily follow that conservatives had, for the moment, gained the upper hand against
progressives, nor is it clear that the riparian or appropriation water rights regimes spelled doom
for a river basin focus.18 Progressives found fertile ground in some states that were as jealous of
their sovereignty as any other state, and conservatives have seldom had qualms about resorting to
federal power when it is in their hands. To the extent that a river basin focus was thought to
imply public rather than private control of water, those with rights under existing state water law
would certainly have resisted river basin thinking. But there is no reason that private rights
might not be honored while taking full account of the various interests made more evident from a

13

Id. at 362. The general rule is that owners of riparian land have a right to make reasonable use of the
natural flow of a stream or watercourse.
14

D. WORSTER, RIVERS OF EMPIRE: WATER, ARIDITY AND THE GROWTH OF THE AMERICAN WEST 138

(1985).
15

C.F. Kraenzel, The Social Consequences of River Basin Development, 22 LAW AND CONTEMPORARY
PROBLEMS 221 (1957).

16

A. Dan Tarlock, Reconnecting Property Rights to Watersheds, 25 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV.
69, 71 (2000).
17

Id. at 72.

18

Riparian doctrine assigns rights in the use of water to owners of riparian lands, while the appropriation
doctrine assigns water rights on a first in time, first in right basis. See discussion infra at text following note 61.
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river basin perspective.19 Indeed a river basin perspective could underscore the economic
importance of clear rights definition and transferability in a private rights system.
The better explanations for the changing emphasis on river basins as an organizing
concept for water governance are changing demands on the water resource and new technologies
that facilitate transport and storage. Teclaff notes that the earliest legal regimes covering river
basins extending beyond political borders were international agreements with respect to
navigation. In other words, the importance of unrestricted navigation to the political and
economic welfare of the affected countries led to river basin thinking. But technology, says
Teclaff, made river basins less relevant as it became possible to move water from basin to basin,
to store vast quantities of water for competing uses like agriculture and hydro power, and to
conduct commerce by other efficient means of transportation. Politics was no doubt a factor, but
it was largely a politics of interest more than principle. That also best explains the renewed
interest in river basin planning and management in conjunction with rising concerns about
environmental protection and ecosystem preservation.
III. Institutional Alternatives and the Case for River Basin Management
As with most policy discussions relating to the allocation of scarce resources, water
policy debates have considered the relative suitability of public management, regulation and
private markets. Although private rights have played an important role in the United States, there
has always been a strong case made for public control on the claim that water is a unique and
special resource. A 1993 World Bank study concludes that “water’s special characteristics,
[make] it . . . difficult to use unregulated markets to deliver water efficiently, or to allocate it
among sectors.”20 “Water is not an ordinary commodity,” states a Global Water Partnership
study.
The peculiar characteristics of water resources stem from its polyvalent
environmental, economic and social roles. They include, inter alia, public good
aspects; external effects; imperfect competition; risk, uncertainty, and imperfect
information; potential for social and environmental inefficiencies and inequity,
and vulnerability to monopolization.21
19

Teclaff, supra note 12 at 370-71 suggests that economists favoring markets over regulation contributed to a
decline in river basin thinking. But a preference for market allocation of water would not make river basins
irrelevant. To the contrary, river basins and sub-basins would be important to the definition of what attributes of a
water right could be transferred and what could not because of the dependency of other rights holders on the return
flow. Market proponents would be resistant to river basin thinking only if it is understood to mean government
planning and management.
20

K. WILLIAM EASTER, ET AL, WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 27, World Bank #12335 (1993).

21

MIGUEL SOLANES & FERNANDO GONZALEZ-VILLARREAL, THE DUBLIN PRINCIPLES FOR WATER AS
REFLECTED IN A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR INTEGRATED
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 29, Global Water Partnership, Technical Advisory Committee, Background
Papers #3 (1999).
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Parallel to this view of water as particularly unsuited to market allocation is the conviction that
water has a special place in the lives of individuals and communities, that water is a peculiarly
public resource. Speaking for the United States Supreme Court, Justice Oliver Wendal Holmes
stated that “[a] river is more than an amenity, it is a treasure. It offers a necessity of life that must
be rationed among those who have power over it.”22 More recently, Dan Tarlock has argued
that the treatment of water as a commodity “has allowed the law to “detach” rivers from their
surrounding ecosystems.”23
While rivers, streams, lakes and their surrounding areas (both natural and manmade)
certainly do have a special, even spiritual, place in the lives of many people, the reality evidenced
over centuries of competition for scarce water resources is that water seldom rises above the fray,
whether treated as a market commodity or a political good. But by whatever methods water is
allocated, it does pose significant challenges because of its physical characteristics, its uneven
distribution across the landscape and the many and varied human demands for its use ( and “nonuse’).24 The hydrologic cycle keeps water constantly on the move with the consequence of
multiple uses of the same water and negative impacts of some uses on others. Precipitation on
the earth ranges from over 450 inches per year to as little as zero, yet natural and manmade
waterways move water for hundreds and thousands of miles giving some arid regions abundant
water so long as the flow continues. Of course the water supply is not limited to precipitation
captured in rivers and lakes. Immense quantities of water are stored by nature underground, and
these supplies are usually, but not always, linked to surface waters in sometimes complicated
ways. Thus, supply is unevenly distributed and highly variable, while demand relates to almost
every human endeavor. Whether viewed from the perspective of politics or economics, the
allocation of scarce waters presents enormous challenges.
But there are even greater difficulties facing the would be water policy maker. The
allocation of water among competing uses affects more than the water supply. It influences the
use of other resources, just as the use of other resources affects the supply and quality of water.
It is these complex interrelationships along with the physical and geographical realities of the
water resource that has led many water policy experts to discount private markets in favor of

22

New Jersey v. New York, 283 US 336, 342 (1931).

23

Tarlock, supra note 16 at 72. Tarlock’s argument extends beyond water. “The law has gradually eroded
the connection between humans and an actual physical space by making property a universal abstraction rather than a
situation-dependent entitlement.” Id.

24

The Columbia-Snake River system encompassing most of three states and significant portions of a fourth
state and a Canadian province illustrates the challenge. The rivers provide well over half of the electrical power
consumed in the region and 500 miles of inland commercial navigation, irrigate 8 million acres of land, provide
habitat for one of the world’s largest anadromous fisheries and numerous aesthetic and recreational opportunities
while passing through several large urban areas and over fifty dams. See, Philip R. Wandschneider, Managing River
Systems: Centralization Versus Decentralization, 24 NAT. RES. J. 1043, 1044 (1984).
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comprehensive and integrated water management.25 Although the history of water allocation in
the United States has always been dominated by the riparian and appropriation systems of private
rights, water policy experts have long sought to increase the role of both the federal and state
governments in water allocation and management. As indicated above, river basins have been
viewed as a natural and logical framework for such centralized water governance.26 While the
reality of deeply rooted private rights regimes within a federal system in which states have played
the dominant role with respect to water has restrained efforts to centralize water governance in
the United States, Europe and other regions of the world have taken the lead in integrated river
basin management.
In a paper for the Global Water Partnership, Miguel Solanes and Fernando GonzalezVillarreal contend that “[t]he development of water resources is no longer amenable to isolated
action. Water legislation is rapidly evolving towards integrated water planning to satisfy
environmental objectives, economic requirements and social concerns.”27 Although the
assertion better describes developments in Europe than in the United States, it certainly reflects
the thinking of many in the water policy and planning professions.28 The concepts of integrated
and comprehensive water management have a long history and the enthusiasm for a centralized
approach to the allocation of water and related resources has only gained momentum with the
growth of concern for environmental protection and sustainability. The persistent interest in
integrated or comprehensive river basin management reflects two physical realities: first, the
hydrological link of all waters within a basin29 and second, the inseparable connections between

25

World Bank researchers Donna Lee and Ariel Dinar conclude that “[w]ater resources have several
characteristics that make the role of the public sector in their development and management more essential than in
other goods that can be handled efficiently in a market framework. For example, some water services have a public
good nature that may lead to under-investment, other services are characterized by economies of scale, leading to
monopolistic power and socially inefficient allocation.” They also suggest that many water projects require
investment beyond private capacity. Donna J. Lee & Ariel Dinar, Review of Integrated Approaches to River Basin
Planning, Development, and Management, The World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 1446 at 1 (1995) .
26

“If sustainable integrated development is a goal, it is more likely to be achieved working with coherent
regions such as river basins.” Barrow, supra note 12 at 171.

27

Solanes & Gonzalez-Villarreal, supra note 21 at 14.

28

Peter Rogers & Alan Hall assert in a paper for the Global Water Partnership that “[t]here is a general
agreement in the water community that IWRM [integrated water resource management] provides the only
viable way forward for sustainable water use and management. Effective Water Governance, TEC
background paper #7 at 30 (2003).
29

Not only have we come to understand that ground and surface waters are generally linked, but also that the
hydrological cycle carries water through variety various uses affecting its quality and temperature – what Jasper
Dalhuisen and Peter Nijkamp call the “water chain.” Enhancing Efficiency of Water Provision: Theory and Practice
of Integrated Water Management Principles, Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper TI 2002-071/3 at 5 (2002).
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water and land use.30 Present day interest in protecting the natural environment has underscored
the importance of these relationships. In the words of Hans Wessel, “[i]ntegrated river basin
management is engaged with all spatial and intertemporal interdependencies in a basin.”31
IV. River Basin Governance in Europe and Beyond
Numerous international agreements and declarations seek to implement this integrated
and comprehensive approach to river basin management. As early as 1966 the International Law
Association and the International Law Commission developed the Helsinki Rules on the Use of
International Rivers, although the objective was primarily to assure equitable sharing rather than
coordinate management.32 By the late 1980s there were 48 international river basin agreements
in Europe alone.33 The 1992 International Conference on Water and the Environment
proclaimed what have come to be called the Dublin Principles and urged “comprehensive
management of resources, using the river basin as the focus.”34 Later that year the Dublin
Principles and a comprehensive, river basin, management approach were endorsed by the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development.35 Also in 1992, the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) adopted the Convention on the Protection and Use
of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes.36 The comprehensive planning
approach was further promoted by the 1997 United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses,37 and the 2000 report of the World
Commission on Dams.38 The 2000 World Water Forum’s Global Water Partnership issued a
30

Noting “the general tendency . . . to treat land and water as separate issues,” J. Lundquist, U. Lohm & M.
Falkenmark make a case for integrated river basin management in STRATEGIES FOR RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT:
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRATION OF LAND AND WATER IN A RIVER BASIN 5 (1985).
31

Hans Wessel, Managing the River Rhine and its Basin, in RANDALL BAKER (ed.), ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
AND POLICY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE UNITED STATES 219, 220 (1997).
32

Barrow, supra note 12 at 177.

33

Id.

34

Id. at 171. See discussion infra accompanying note 95.

35

UNITED NATIONS DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS, AGENDA 21 at 18.1-18.90 (1992).

36

Alistair S. Rieu-Clarke, An Overview of Stakeholder Participation – What Current Practice and Future
Challenges, 18 COLO. J. INT’L ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 611,620 ( ).

37

United Nations: Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, May
21, 1997, U.N. Doc. A/51/869 (1997).
38

WORLD COMMISSION ON DAMS, DAMS AND DEVELOPMENT: A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR DECISION-MAKING

(2000).
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Framework for Action making water governance a high priority,39 as did the Bonn 2001
Freshwater Conference.40 Also in 2000 the European Union issued its Water Framework
Directive requiring member states to identify river basin districts and assign a competent
authority responsible for the implementation of the Directive within each of the districts.41 A
river basin management plan must be developed for each of the river basin districts. In 2002 the
objective of integrated river basin management was reaffirmed by World Summit for Sustainable
Development.42
Beyond the rhetoric and good intentions of these international declarations, there are
several efforts to actually implement integrated river basin management across the globe. Five
examples are illustrative of the wide variation in both context and solution.
•

The Rhine River Basin encompasses portions of eight countries with a population of 55
million within the basin.43 As early as 1816 an international commission on navigation
was established for the Rhine.44 The International Commission for the Protection of the
Rhine against Pollution was established in 1950,45 an agreement followed by several
initiatives culminating in the Rhine Action Plan in 1987 and the Ecological Master Plan
for the Rhine with the aim of improving salmon habitat, providing drinking water and
reducing sediments by the year 2000.46

•

In 1994 the twelve nations on the Danube River adopted the Convention on the
Protection and Sustainable Use of the Danube.47 The resulting International
Commission for the Protection of the Danube River has subsequently assumed
responsibility for implementing the EU Water Framework Directive.

39

Rogers & Hall, supra note 28 at 15.

40

Id.

41

Directive 2000/60/EC Establishing a Framework for Community Action in the Field of Water Policy.

42

See Report of the World Summit on Sustainable Development 21, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.199/20 (2002).

43

Wessel, id. at 222. Rhine Basin countries are Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France,
Luxembourg, Belgium and the Netherlands.
44

Id. At 225.

45

Id.

46

Id. at 226.

47

Member states include Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany,
Hungary, Moldova, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Ukraine. Rieu-Clarke, supra note 36 at 622.
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•

River basin planning and macro management has existed in France for more than a
quarter century via a system of six river basin committees corresponding to the main
river basins of the country. The committees plan for water resource development and
water quality improvement, and they have the authority to levy fees based both on water
consumption and point source pollution.48

•

Australia’s Murray-Darling Commission, established in 1915, has been described as the
“paragon of modern-day river basin management.”49 Over its first six decades the
Murray-Darling Commission was concerned largely with navigation and augmentation
of water supply, but environmental concerns led to the 1992 Murray-Darling Basin
Agreement, the purpose of which is "to promote and co-ordinate effective planning and
management for the equitable efficient and sustainable use of the water, land and other
environmental resources of the Murray-Darling Basin."50

•

A very different approach has been taken on the Fraser River in British Columbia. The
Fraser Basin Council is a non-governmental entity with representatives “drawn from
diverse geographical and sectoral communities within the basis, as well as from what are
called in Canada the four orders of government – federal, provincial, local/regional, and
First Nations.”51

All of these examples have in common a river basin approach, but each has different
objectives and none achieves any where near the full vision of comprehensive integrated river
basin management. Both the Rhine and Danube Commissions function in the context of several
other international agreements relating to resource use within their basins, as well as within the
national sovereignties of the several basin nations. The growing powers of the European Union,
and particularly its focus on water in the Water Framework Directive, have helped to break down
the obstacles of protectionism and national sovereignty. But consistent with the principle of
subsidiarity52 the Commissions have focused their attention on specific problems like pollution,
navigation and habitat restoration rather than on a general program of resource planning and
management. The other three examples do not face the challenge of multiple national
sovereignties, although both Canada and Australia are federal systems with significant state or
48

Easter, supra note 20 at 46.

49

Jyothsna Mody, Achieving Accountability Through Decentralization: Lessons for Integrated River Basin
Management, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 3346 (2004).

50

http://www.mdbc.gov.au/about/the_mdbc_agreement.

51

William Blomquist, Ken S. Calbick, & Ariel Dinar, Institutional and Policy Analysis of River Basin
Management: The Fraser River Basin, Canada 11, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 3525 (2005).
52

See, infra discussion accompanying notes 100.
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provincial autonomy. Because the Fraser Basin is entirely within the province of British
Columbia, there is no need for interprovincial agreement, but the interests of “first nations” can
pose similar trans-jurisdictional challenges.53 Even without the difficulties posed by multiple
national sovereigns, the French, Canadian and Australian examples, like the ACF, evidence that
river basin management faces obstacles in addition to jurisdictional boundaries.
V. Water Institutions and River Basin Governance in the United States
The United States has tended to go its own way on river basin management, as it has with
many other environmental challenges facing nations around the globe, The rhetoric and high
ambition of most international declarations calling for collaboration and common cause have
generally given way in the United States to deeply rooted legal and political traditions relating to
water. But what distinguishes the United States from many other countries is likely neither a
disdain for high ambition nor peculiar intransigence of political and legal tradition, rather the
U.S. has fundamentally different political and legal traditions from most countries that have been
more enamored of and receptive to the possibilities for collaborative management of water and
related resources.
Despite the generally different approach in the United States, the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) has been a model for much international thinking on water management.54
The TVA “pioneered a shift from simple resource exploitation to that integrated, with other
aspects of development, and directed at improving human welfare.”55 But the reality is that by
the mid 1930s the “emphasis [had] shifted to ‘concrete’ development goals, such as power
supply, with ‘lower profile’ given to welfare and environment.”56 Thus, the vision for the TVA
was quite different from the TVA in fact. Some did anticipate that the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) and other regional entities with authority for particular aspects of river
basin management might take on a comprehensive role like that intended for the TVA, but at the
end of the day the TVA and BPA became two of five regional energy marketing entities under
the U.S. Department of Energy,57 not entities engaged in comprehensive and integrated river
basin management.
53

Pursuant to recommendations of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Canada has recognized
significant governmental and territorial autonomy for “First Nations,” including with respect to water and other
natural resources. THE REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON ABORIGINAL PEOPLES (1996).
54

Teclaff suggests that the United Nations has endorsed the TVA model which has been implemented, for
example, in the Niger Basin, the La Plata basin and the Amazon. He also notes that it has not been very successful in
any of these cases. Supra note 12 at 368
55

Barrow, supra note 12 at 174.

56

Id. at 175.

57

John M. Volkman & Kai N. Lee , Within the Hundredth Meridian: Wester States and Their River Basins in
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Apart from these significant but isolated federal initiatives, comprehensive river basin
planning has not been a feature of federal water law, notwithstanding the ambitions reflected in
the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965.58 That Act established the Water Resources Council
consisting of the Secretaries of Interior, Agriculture, Army, Transportation, and Health,
Education and Welfare along with the Chairman of the Federal Power Commission. The
Council’s mission was to implement a national strategy for water and land resource planning
across 21 water regions of the United States. Seven river basin commissions were created to
coordinate federal, state, interstate, local and non-governmental plans for water and related
resources development in each basin. The Act was effectively repealed in 1981 when the
President terminated the river basin commissions by executive order59 and Congress cut off
funding for the program.60 While many advocates of river basin planning were disappointed by
the death of the Water Resources Planning Act, there are clear reasons for the failure.
Foremost among those reasons is that neither the Water Resources Council nor the River
Basin Commissions had any mandatory authority under the Act. Section 3 of the Act guaranteed
that federal and state jurisdiction, responsibility or rights would be unaffected by the Act, and
that it would also have no effect on existing international agreements, existing federal law, the
power of Congress to fund projects or the authority and responsibility of federal officials.61 In
other words the Act had no effect on the existing and deeply rooted system of water allocation
and planning. It was founded upon the admirable but naive idea that dozens if not hundreds of
self-interested actors will somehow put interest aside and agree to do the right thing for the
people and the planet. The same naivete undergirds most of the international agreements
discussed above and therefore dooms many of them to failure notwithstanding the sometimes
more receptive cultures within which they exist.
State governments have had the dominant role in water resource allocation for all of
American history, but the federal role has grown over time, particularly since the New Deal.
State law has always determined private rights in water. Pursuant to the riparian doctrine
embraced by most states east of the 100th meridian, owners of riparian lands posses an
appurtenant right to the reasonable use of the waters adjacent to their lands. The appropriation
doctrine of the western states recognizes private rights in water based on actual beneficial use
with earlier users having priority over later appropriators. Because riparian owners are entitled to
the natural flow of the stream, watersheds and river basins are relevant to the definition and
58
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enforcement of rights in a riparian system. As a general rule, watersheds and river basins have
no relevance in an appropriation system. But this does not mean that river basins have been
irrelevant in the western United States. Some states have enacted laws limiting or prohibiting
inter-basin transfers within the state, and most states have sought to constrain inter-basin
transfers to neighboring states. While such laws could generally be preempted by federal law and
sometimes pose constitutional problems,62 the reality of such protectionism is an important
factor in most efforts at river basin management.
State law also defines most public rights in water, except to the extent that federal power
in relation to water resources may result in the preemption of state actions taken in the name of
public rights. In the modern era of environmental protection, the most prominent public rights
are those claimed to be protected by the public trust doctrine. There is little debate that these
rights include public access to and use of navigable waters for commerce and fishing. But it is
also asserted and occasionally affirmed by state courts that such public trust rights extend to
environmental protection including on non-navigable waterways. States also exercise primary
authority over land use and wildlife regulation, both of which are often integrally related to water
use and management. Together these state powers over water allocation, public rights in water,
wildlife and land use regulation make it essential that state governments agreeably participate in
any efforts at comprehensive river basin management. Of course it also means that the individual
owners of state recognized private rights either participate voluntarily or be mandated to
participate, or at least accept the results of such comprehensive planning and allocation of water
and related resources.
The federal government’s role in water allocation and management derives largely from
the commerce clause and to a limited extent from the property and compact clauses of the U.S.
Constitution. At least since Gibbons v. Ogden it has been settled that the commerce power
extends to the regulation and enhancement of navigation,63 and the Supreme Court’s subsequent,
expansive, interpretation of the commerce power effectively extends that power well beyond
navigable waters and traditional commercial navigation.64 As a result the federal government
has undertaken numerous programs and regulations relating to navigation, hydro power, land
reclamation, fish and wildlife habitat, wetlands and water pollution. Although states have always
had authority to allocate waters occurring on federally owned lands,65 the federal government
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has a property interest in some waters pursuant to the reserved rights doctrine66 and the federal
management of public lands and other federal properties has important impacts on the water
resource. In combination these many activities make federal participation in river basin planning
and management essential.
Most of what the state and federal governments do with respect to water is done with
little or no regard to river basins. The single exception comes in the form of several river basin
agreements among states entered into with Congressional approval pursuant to the compact
clause.67 Noah Hall identifies three categories of interstate compacts relating to water resources:
those that simply allocate the available supply among the participating states, those that create a
central authority with management power over the entire watershed or river basin, and those that
leave each state to enforce mutually agreed upon standards – what he labels “cooperative
horizontal federalism.”68 Hall associates the simple water allocation compacts with western
states and the centralized management compacts with eastern states.69 However he prefers the
cooperative, horizontal, federalism approach because it “gives states the flexibility to draft
regional solutions but avoids the ‘race to the bottom’ that can undermine environmental
protection.”70
Generally the federal role in these interstate compacts is less one of participating in the
substance of the agreement and more that of providing the authorization necessary under the
constitution. In fact there are two other constitutional methods by which the federal government
can influence the allocation of waters among the several states in a river basin. Pursuant to its
original jurisdiction the Supreme Court can equitably apportion waters in the context of a suit
brought by a state against another state, and Congress can allocate the waters pursuant to its
authority to regulate commerce. The Supreme Court has resolved barely a handful of equitable
apportionment cases between states71 while making clear that it strongly favors mutual
66
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agreement among affected states via interstate compact,72 and Congress has exercised its
allocational authority on only two occasions.73
In the case of river basins entirely within the boundaries of a single state, states are free to
create their own management regimes subject to the not insignificant powers of Congress under
the commerce clause.74 In the case of interstate basins it is theoretically possible for states to
agree to a management regime without any federal participation,75 but generally the federal
government will have a more or less significant role in the management of interstate river basins
and will always have a role with respect to international river basins. A few examples will be
helpful to assessing what the federal role in river basin management should be and how various
approaches have worked.
•

The Colorado River is the classic case of a large river basin in an arid climate with the
result of high demand on limited supplies. The Colorado Basin covers 244,000 square
miles of territory and has an average annual flow of 15 million acre feet. The river
provides municipal and industrial water to a population of 25 million people, irrigation
water for three million acres, 11.5 billion kilowatts of hydro-electric power and has 60
million acre feet of storage capacity.76 Pursuant to the Boulder Canyon Act of 1928,
half of the annual flow is allocated to the upper basin states (Wyoming, Utah, Colorado
and New Mexico), and the other half to Arizona (2.8 million acre-feet/year), California
(4.4 million acre-feet/year), and Nevada (300,000 acre-feet/year).77 Pursuant to a treaty
with Mexico, the United States also has a responsibility to deliver 1.5 million acre feet
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to Mexico in an average flow year.78 The “law of the river,” as it is called, has
developed over a century of legislation and litigation, but there is little in that history
providing for what anyone would consider comprehensive river basin management.79
Collaboration among the states and with the federal government has been directed to
water development and more recently to resolving specific environmental problems like
species protection and salinity management.
•

The Columbia River Basin extends over roughly the same area in square miles as the
Colorado Basin, but has an average annual flow ten times that of the Colorado. The
basin supports 14 main stem dams and over 150 hydro projects overall. The Columbia
Basin Project alone provides irrigation water to a half million acres of land, while the
river serves as a major channel of commercial navigation in the Northwest, supports a
threatened anadromous fishery and provides recreation for people in several large urban
areas. Despite many years of negotiation, Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana
have failed to agree to an interstate compact either for allocation or management of the
Columbia River.80 The United States and Canada agreed to the Columbia River Treaty
in 1964,81 but it deals almost exclusively with dam construction and hydro power
distribution in the two countries. To the extent that the American portion of the river is
managed, it is done by the Northwest Power Planning Council that has planning
responsibilities with respect to energy production and fish and wildlife habitat protection
in the basin. The Council consists of representatives of the governors of Washington,
Oregon, Idaho and Montana and has authority over federal agencies including the
Bonneville Power Administration, which is the marketing authority for Columbia Basin
power, and the Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers, both of which
operate numerous facilities in the basin. At the same time state laws govern the
allocation of water to competing uses as well as land use regulation except on the
extensive federal lands in all four basin states.

•

The Delaware River serves a population in excess of 30 million people, but in an area
about 1/16th the size of the Colorado Basin. The affected states of Delaware, New
Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania twice looked to the Supreme Court to apportion the
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waters of the basin,82 but in 1961 they agreed to the Delaware River Basin Compact in
an effort to overcome the challenges of river basin regulation by forty-three state
agencies, fourteen interstate agencies, and nineteen federal agencies.83 The compact
created the Delaware River Basin Commission with responsibilities to “develop and
effectuate plans, policies and projects relating to the water resources of the basin…[to]
adopt and promote uniform and coordinated policies for water conservation, control, use
and management in the basin…[and to] encourage the planning, development and
financing of water resources projects according to such plans and policies.”84 The
Commission membership includes the governor of each state and a federal
commissioner appointed by the president.85 All have a vote and most decisions are
taken by majority vote86 except decisions to reallocate water among the states which
requires a unanimous vote.87 The compact requires the Commission to develop a
comprehensive plan for water use in the basin88 and requires Commission approval of
any project that will have a substantial effect on the basin’s water resources.89
•

The 1987 through 1992 drought in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta of northern
California led California’s Governor Pete Wilson to search for alternatives to the
complex of federal and state agencies with responsibility for water and land use in the
delta. The resulting entity, CALFED, originated as a consortium including the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Bureau of Reclamation, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service and the state of California. This led to
federal-state agreement, the Bay-Delta Accord,90 that initiated a long term planning
process to improve the Delta and increase the reliability of its water supply. In 2000 a
memorandum of understanding was executed by 13 participating state and federal
agencies (12 more would join later) with four basic objectives for management of the
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Delta: water supply reliability, water quality, ecosystem restoration and levee system
integrity. In 2002 the California Legislature created the California Bay Delta Authority
as the governing body of CALFED91 and in 2004 Congress authorized federal
participation.92 Although CALFED has seen some of its objectives accomplished, it
operates with little authority and must rely on persuasion and coordination. According
to the CALFED website, a recent ten year action plan “has support and commitment
from the 25 state and federal agencies that comprises CALFED and their commitment to
working with policymakers, local and regional entities, the state’s environmental justice
and tribal communities, and other stakeholders to make CALFED a success.”93
Although one might conclude from these summary descriptions of a few prominent
examples of river basin management in the United States that there have been modest successes,
the clear overall picture is one of disjointed decision making by multiple state and federal
authorities. For reasons discussed below, the river basic entities, like CALFED, have engaged in
extended and expensive talk with very little action. Actual users of water exist somewhere in the
background, attempting to assert their interests either in the form of private claims of right or
appeal to public entities that exist to pursue particular objectives. It will be instructive to have a
second look at the European and international commitments to integrated and comprehensive
planning and management to better understand what they seek to accomplish and why they, too,
have been long on process and short on conflict resolution.
VI. Why Can’t We Just All Get Along?
In the broadest of terms the integrated, comprehensive, river basin management (ICRBM)
approach is rooted in two fundamental propositions: one, that unregulated, laissez faire,
allocation of water suffers from numerous market failures and, two, that equity and fairness,
particularly in the context of a special resource like water, requires a centralized, collaborative,
approach. Interestingly, from an American perspective, much has been written in Europe and
elsewhere to suggest that ICRBM is a move to more decentralized resource management.94
And, indeed, it is decentralization in countries where the presumptive approach to any resource
allocation challenge is national or, in the case of the European Community, supranational
control. This stark contrast in perspectives underscores that particular institutional arrangements
will likely have differing impacts from one country or region to another. But the fundamental
91
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resource allocation challenge is the same everywhere, so it may be useful to look more deeply at
the strong commitment to ICRBM in Europe and other parts of the world.
The several international agreements mentioned above have a few themes in common.
The oft-cited Dublin Principles include:
1) Fresh water is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life,
development and the environment, 2) Water development and management should
be based on a participatory approach, involving users, planners and policy-makers
at all levels, 3) Women play a central part in the provision, management and
safeguarding of water, 4) Water has an economic value in all its competing uses
and should be recognized as an economic good.95
The first, of course, states the obvious. Perhaps it is a point that cannot be made too often, but it
does nothing to advance the search for water management solutions other than to suggest that the
search must continue with some urgency. The third principle may be seen to advance the cause
of women and is consistent with broader concerns for equity that regularly arise in such
international declarations, but it also contributes nothing to the particular challenges of water
resource management. The second and fourth Dublin Principles are relevant to institutional
design, the former by embracing some form of participatory governance and the latter by
recognizing that water markets will play a role no matter how special water is said to be.
Together these two principles reflect the challenge of allocating an often scarce resource
that is essential to a wide range of private activities on the one hand, while being generally
viewed as a peculiarly public resource on the other hand. Markets will play a role in the
allocation of any scarce resource, even in a planned economy (in which case they may be black
markets). But for a variety of reasons water markets suffer from the failures associated with
public goods, external costs and free riders. While there is disagreement about the extent of
these market failures and the degree to which they can be corrected through institutional
improvements and/or regulation, the second Dublin Principle reflects the widely held view that
the public has interests and rights in water that preclude total reliance on markets even without
market failures. The desire for a participatory system of water governance is rooted in the
relatively modern idea that the public interest can be determined only through some form of
democratic decision making. In combination these two Dublin Principles are a recognition that
water use will be governed by some mix of private markets and public mandate.
A focus on river basins in water governance need not imply a commitment to public
mandate in preference to private markets. Rather it can reflect the view that, whatever the mix of
public and private institutional arrangements, water governance is best pursued in the context of
nature’s hydrological units.96 However most advocates of river basin management do anticipate
95
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a significant role for government, although not necessarily a single entity making all the
decisions. To the contrary there is a wide acceptance of the principle of subsidiarity in
governance; the idea “that governance is more effective if the decision-making authority is
located where the pertinent knowledge exists and where decision-makers are directly responsible
for the outcomes of actions taken to the community they serve.”97
While stating that there is no evidence that decentralized is always preferable to
centralized governance, Peter Rogers and Alan Hall do conclude, consistent with the concept of
subsidiarity, that there is an “ever-widening gap between those countries that have managed to
move toward subsidiarity – or the performance of functions at the lowest effective level – and
those that remain centralised and stagnant.”98 The widespread international endorsement of
subsidiarity in water resource governance has long had support in the United States, although
seldom under that label.99 As the foregoing examples illustrate, the call for river basin
management has had only limited success in the United States, and where it has been
implemented it results more in greater centralization than it does in decentralization. This
reflects the fact that the foundational institution of water allocation throughout the United States
remains the private rights that are guaranteed and administered by state governments. As the
concept of governance is used in the Dublin Principles and other international declarations, it
generally implies governmental intervention at some level and not what might reasonably be
considered the most decentralized form of governance consistent with the subsidiarity principle –
the decisions of individuals functioning in a market place.100
This neglect of private property rights among the range of institutional arrangements for
water governance is unfortunate in light of other principles that guide ICRBM thinking –
transparency, inclusivity, accountability and efficiency.101 Private rights in water are fully
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transparent in every state water rights system. They are inclusive in the sense that potential water
users may acquire water rights, although both the riparian and appropriation systems do place
some limits on both type and place of use. Private rights in water provide accountability except
to the extent that costs and benefits cannot be fully internalized. Finally, market exchanges of
private rights in water assure efficient allocation of the water resource, again assuming costs and
benefits are internalized. I do not mean to minimize the market failure problems that arise from
external costs and the public goods nature of some water uses, but it is a mistake to neglect or
discount the important role of private rights in any analysis of water governance. An important
question in the design and implementation of such private rights systems is how they will most
effectively function given the realities of river basin hydrology.
Even with a well functioning private rights system adapted to the hydrological realities,
there will be a significant role for government. Of course state governments are essential to the
definition and enforcement of private rights, but beyond that governments at various levels play a
role in regulating to correct for market failures and representing public and community interests.
It is the latter function that leads ICRBM advocates to a focus on participatory decision making.
The demand for participation in water allocation decisions goes well beyond involvement in
political campaigns and voting in democratic elections. It is the expectation that individuals and
groups with an interest in water allocation decisions, what have come to be called “stakeholders,”
will have a formal role in the decision making process.
The term “stakeholders” appears everywhere in the water management literature and in
many of the water management agreements discussed above. The term might be understood to
signify nothing different than the interest groups that have always participated in democratic
decision making, but in fact the concept has come to imply, if not actually confer, something
resembling legal standing. An individual or an interest group has always had the right to
participate in the political process. Stakeholders have a right to participate in the day to day
decisions of government – they get a seat at the table, they might get a vote, and they often can
sue in court if their stakeholder status is not adequately reflected in the process or the resulting
decisions. In the context of virtually every decision affecting an entire river basin, this means
that the table must be very large and the demands of many competing interests somehow must be
satisfied.102
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might be seen as politics as usual, except that stakeholders are recognized as having a right to participate outside the
ordinary political processes, and as Michel’s conclusion indicates, not every interest gets to be a stakeholder.
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By whatever name, the opportunity to participate in the political process is important. It
provides those who are elected or appointed to serve the public’s interests an indication of what
those participating believe their interests to be. It can be a useful source of information about the
problem being addressed and about the likely impacts of alternative solutions being considered.
In the case of public facilities it can “increase . . . the likelihood that these will be well maintained
and contributes to community cohesion and empowerment in ways that can spread to other
development activities.”103
The participation of “stakeholders” in public processes can provide these same benefits,
but the term has come to signify a “necessary sense of ownership.”104 “Participation is
sometimes described as providing a “voice” to stakeholders. However it is more helpful to think
of participation as providing de facto property rights.”105 The result is that people with de jure
property rights risk finding that their rights only assure that they, too, get to participate in a public
decision affecting them. This means that when everyone sits down at the table, the de jure
property owner understands that other stakeholder’s de facto property rights might be superior to
their de jure rights. As Dan Tarlock notes, [t]he driving force behind a watershed “deal” is often
the fear that the stakeholder's [de jure] property claim will not be recognized should it be tested in
litigation.”106 Perhaps this risk for property owners has always existed given the public interest
balancing prescribed in the Supreme Court’s takings jurisprudence,107 but the effective
recognition of de facto property rights in interests who previously had to prevail in the political
process to have standing in the balancing of interests dramatically changes the property rights
landscape. Property owners have always faced pressures to voluntarily compromise their rights to
avoid the expense of a takings challenge against government that they might well lose. Under the
stakeholder model of participation, they face the additional prospect of potential lawsuits brought
by stakeholders who are really just other private interests whose rights are only what the
stakeholder participation process effectively grants to them.
While this fundamental transformation of the common law property system has important
effects on resource allocation,108 it also has serious implications for the public institutions of
river basin management. If all of the stakeholders are to have equal standing, all must have a
vote. Because “there is a least some risk that the process of participation can be highjacked where
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diverse stakeholders have unequal bargaining power,”109 most efforts at collaborative
governance give every stakeholder an equal vote, usually by having a requirement of unanimity
for decision.110 As demonstrated by the CALFED example and many others, a unanimity rule,
even if only implicit, will make decisions on serious questions difficult. But without a unanimity
rule, the process risks its credibility as participatory and stakeholders are likely to take their
grievances to court. While acknowledging that critics claim that “CALFED has spent so much
time listening to numerous stakeholders and trying to accommodate all stakeholders that a
decision will never be made,” and “that certain stakeholders who do not agree with the
conclusions of the draft EIR/EIS may stall the CALFED process even further by filing a lawsuit,”
Suzanne Michel concludes “that CALFED . . . is a success story in terms of advancing democracy
in water resources governance in California.”111. If the goal is “enhanc[ed] . . . stakeholder
involvement”112 as measured by equal participation of all interested parties, then perhaps
CALFED has been a success. But if the goal is to establish institutional arrangements for the
efficient, fair and environmentally sustainable allocation of resources in the Bay Delta, the jury is
still out, at best.
In a study of the Great Lakes Compact, Mark Squillace observes that in negotiating the
compact, “the parties . . . followed an exemplary process that effectively engaged
stakeholders.”113 He concludes, however, that the compact “is sorely inadequate for achieving
the stated goal of the parties of protecting and conserving the water and water-dependent
resources in the Basin..”114 . Earlier in the study Squillace states “the professed and most
prominent reason for the effort was a sincere desire to protect the ecological values inherent in the
water resources.” He then concludes that the compact “utterly fails to promote the ecological
health of the Basin and its water and water-dependent resources.”115 Given the almost reflexive
praise for participatory process that permeates both academic and political pronouncements on
resource management in general and water resource management in particular, Squillace’s praise
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for an apparently failed process is not surprising. But notwithstanding being blinded by the glare
of the stakeholder polestar, Squillace sees clearly the reason for the failure of the Great Lakes
compact process. “Most importantly . . .,” says Squillace, the ‘command and control’ directive to
regulate new water withdrawals pursuant to detailed criteria does not respect state authority.”116
Not only is this certain to be resisted by the states, but it means the states are not “free to adopt
any plan that achieves an appropriate level of water conservation.” In other words the compact
fails to respect the principle of subsidiarity. The compact also fails to allocate the Great Lakes
waters among the participating states and provinces. Quoting Holmes’s statement that “[a river]
offers a necessity of life that must be rationed among those who have power over it,”117 Squillace
argues that “the parties should allocate the water resources of the Great Lakes Basin based upon
current levels of use.”118 In addition, says Squillace, “the parties will have to cede oversight
responsibility to a central authority,”119 and “the parties will have to accurately report their water
consumption and use to the central authority.”120 Once power is ceded to a central authority,
reporting and monitoring should pose few, beyond technical, challenges. But authority will
almost surely not be ceded until the relative rights of the parties are resolved. That is the key to a
successful agreement, no matter how participatory the process.
VII. Conclusion
No doubt there are many lessons to be learned even from this cursory overview of a few
foreign and American forays into river basin management, but there are a few messages that stand
out. First, the concept of collaborative governance that pervades most thinking about
comprehensive river basin management seldom works in practice. The geographic and human
scale of a river basin is usually too large and the effort is seldom undertaken until resources have
become sufficiently scarce to animate both the management effort and the competition among
claimants that makes agreement usually impossible121 given the unanimity principle inherent in
the concept of collaborative governance.
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The idea that there exists a public interest greater than and independent from individual or
group interests is deeply rooted in American resources law. Because majoritarian democracy has
proven prone to capture by particular interests, collaborative processes that engage all
“stakeholders” are urged as a better method of determining the true public interest. A simple
majoritarian or even a supermajaritarian system treats participants like voters in any democratic
process, whereas “stakeholders,” as I have suggested above,122 have something resembling legal
rights guaranteeing not only participation but a demonstrable influence on the outcome. But if the
extent of stakeholder rights is a seat at the table and a veto of any unacceptable proposal, serious
allocational decisions will be few and far between.
Two approaches in federal environmental and resource law will illustrate the difference
between traditional public participation on the one hand and the ambitions of collaborative
governance on the other. The National Environmental Policy Act provides for an elaborate
process of public participation requiring impact statements, comments on impact statements and
judicial review to assure compliance with the process. At the end of the day, the fact that a
participating interest group’s allocational preferences are in no way served by the final agency
action provides no basis for objection. Participants have a right to participate and to demand
compliance with the process, but they have no claim on the resources being allocated. In contrast,
the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act, under which the National Forest Service is required to
manage public forest lands, requires the Forest Service to manage the public lands for an array of
specified uses. Although the Act provides no guidance for allocating forest resources among
those uses and thus no basis for interest groups to challenge particular allocational decisions, it
does require that all designated uses be supplied. Thus, although they have no legal recourse
beyond demanding compliance with process, National Forest users gain a sense of entitlement that
also flows from the common notion that everyone owns the public lands. National Forest users
are, in other words, “stakeholders.” The fatal conceit of the Multiple Use Act was that a
government agency could divine the appropriate balance among competing stakeholder claims on
public land resources, but even in the few instances where the Forest Service has agreed to or been
required to agree to stakeholder participation in collaborative governance, agreement is elusive at
best.123 The point is that collaborative governance is an effort to make multiple use management
work by looking to the multiple users to agree among themselves. Most efforts at river basin
governance, even where the objectives are far from comprehensive management, fail to get past
the talking stage unless the participants have entitlements beyond the right to say no.
Huffman, et. al, The Allocation of Water to Instream Flows: Montana Water Resources Management, Natural
Resources Law Institute, Portland (1980).
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Where there is no apportionment or allocation of water, agreement on real management in
the sense of actual allocation of resources to particular uses is extremely difficult to achieve in a
collaborative governance model. The relative success of the Delaware Basin Compact and the
total failure of the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint Campact demonstrate the importance of an
apportionment of waters. Without some definition of the relative rights of the participants to a
negotiation over the allocation of scarce resources, there is little incentive for any party to
compromise if unanimity is the rule of decision. This suggests that a solution is a majoritarian or
supermajotarian rule of decision, but either would undercut the philosophical commitment to
collaborative or communitarian governance that underlies most arguments for river basin
management.
The reason most existing river basin management regimes have been largely ineffective is
not that river basin management is a bad idea, but rather because they lack the essential rights
element that is necessary to any successful negotiated agreement. Where all stakeholders have
an equal vote, which is the same as a veto if unanimity is the rule of decision, and none have
rights that will be recognized as trumps in the event of a negotiated agreement violating such
rights, the only real incentive for any party to agree to less than everything they want is the threat
of intervention by a higher authority or by a court in the context of a lawsuit.124 The aspiration
of collaborative governance is seldom able to overcome the harsh reality of interest group politics.
The only contexts in which collaborative governance by unanimous agreement works on a
reasonably consistent basis are where the participating community is small and homogenous with
respect to the questions posed for collaborative resolution and where resources are sufficiently
abundant to satisfy all interests.
If I am correct that river basin management cannot work effectively pursuant to a
collaborative governance model in which all stakeholders have an equal vote and veto, can it work
with a majoritarian or supermatoritarian rule of decision? It might be said that such a system
satisfies the need for clearly defined rights in the sense that each participant has an equal right to
vote and all have an incentive to bargain for the exchange of votes with others. Such a system
will surely work better than most existing river basin management systems by overcoming the
stalemate of indecision that results from a unanimity rule. But given the choice, many
stakeholders will not agree to participate in such a system because it will resemble existing public
input processes in which there is no guarantee that some interests will not have more influence
than others, which is contrary to the very notion that all interested parties are stakeholders with
equal standing. More significantly, ongoing majoritarian decisions to allocate and reallocate the
scarce resources of a river basin will severely undercut the incentives for long term investment in
either river basin development or protection. Such a majoritarian regime of river basin
management would institutionalize the tragedy of the commons.125
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This is not to say that democratic processes have no role in river basin management or that
participation of interested parties should be discouraged. To the contrary, participation of
interested parties is important both as an indication of individual and interest group preferences
and as a source of information relative to the costs and benefits of alternative water uses. But this
recognition of the benefits of participation does not lead necessarily to the conclusion that a
centralized, democratic, river basin authority should make all of the important decisions. The
geographic boundaries of a river basin will have important influences on the water resource and
will sometimes provide a convenient and useful boundary for political authority, but not every
water allocation problem will be suited to a one-size-fits-all commitment to river basin
governance. Some problems will require inter-basin solutions while others require sub-basin
solutions. Some problems will be amenable to market solutions while others will warrant
government intervention at an appropriate level.
The first few decades of the modern environmental era reflected a presumption favoring
federal regulation and management. This highly centralized approach had several explanations:
externalities and public goods problems were said to demonstrate that markets were not working,
the states were not doing it and were thought to have counter incentives to minimize
environmental protections, every American was claimed to have a right to a clean and healthy
environment and only the federal government had the resources and expertise to address the
problems. Although the federal government was quick to regulate water pollution pursuant to its
commerce clause powers and had long been deeply involved in water development projects, water
resources, like land resources, have been mainly within the province of state governments. These
jurisdictional constraints will remain for the foreseeable future. At the same time the federal
government will continue to play an important role in water resource management alongside the
states. Together, and in collaboration with Canada and Mexico in the case of international
waterways, a handful of principles should guide future federal and state actions:
•

There is no one size fits all solution. The principle of subsidiarity – governance at the lowest
effective level – should guide our thinking in the determination of the appropriate level of
government intervention, as it should recommend reliance on markets where a highly
decentralized approach is most appropriate.

•

River basins will sometimes, but not always, be the appropriate level of water governance.
Some problems will require trans-basin solutions while many problems can be best solved at a
sub-basin or purely private level.

•

Participation of water users and those affected by water use is critical both as a measure of
demand and an indication of the impacts of past and future actions, but a collaborative process
that grants each “stakeholder” an effective veto is destined to fail.

•

Clear apportionment of water supplies is essential to effective collaborative governance,
whether the participants are sovereign governments or so called stakeholders. Indeed, when
all the talk of public rights and stakeholder interests is finally ended, water governance is the
allocation of water to particular uses (and non uses). If there is no legally enforceable
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apportionment of water to specific uses and particular users, the water resource will be
inefficiently used and the river basin environment will suffer unnecessary and avoidable harm.
•

The most constructive federal role will be to encourage acceptance of the foregoing principles
and to apportion interstate waters where states are unable to reach agreement.126
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